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vampire hunter: n is an isometric, one-on-one fighting game that takes place in a
small, dark room with only a bed and an ornate wall clock. you can choose from

an assortment of vampires (previously encountered in the trilogy), each with their
own arsenal of weapons, and it is up to you to kill them in one of three ways: by
draining their blood, by crushing their skull or by using a blood amulet. to strike

down your opponent, you must use a variety of weapons including a cross, a
stake, a dagger, a whip, a wooden stake, and so on. when you strike an

opponent, the amount of blood lost is displayed in white. like a modern fighting
game, you can use multiple weapons for different combos, but unlike most

modern fighting games, each weapon can only be used once. bell compares the
game to the popular fighting game street fighter, which focuses on the combos
that are possible with each character's moves, in contrast to vampire hunter: n
which is more of a rhythm game. bell said he enjoys the rhythm aspect of the
game because it forces him to use his left hand and to get into a flow state. he

said the game doesn't feel like a regular fighting game since it is a rhythm game.
in the summer of 1991, bell had a phone conversation with a woman who was a

descendent of mercy. she asked bell if he knew of the other rhode island
vampires. the following week, bell met with her and her husband, a topologist at

brown university. to his amazement, they turned out to be not only serious
researchers but also great storytellers. to his amazement, they also turned out to

be yankees. then bells wife used her connections to get their daughter into
brown. (the girl had been accepted at stanford, a disappointment for bell.) the

browns lived in a two-bedroom apartment in a brownstone house in the christian
science section of providence. bell spent the next six years there, listening,

observing and collecting books, maps, photos, artifacts and cemetery records. he
also met with mercy brown descendants from england, west virginia and south
carolina. (mercy brown is believed to have lived in either rhode island or south
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carolina.)
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